Data Analyst

About the Role
The Analyst Research LLP is hiring for the role of data analyst. This is an exciting new role within the
business created to help utilise existing data to improve our research product, inform our sales strategy,
aid business management, and ultimately help deliver alpha to our clients.
This role will collaborate with the research, sales, and operations areas of the business. Work will be done
independently and from the outset you will be responsible for identifying areas of improvement and
communicating your work to the team. There is room for the successful candidate to shape and grow
this role as needs and opportunities are identified.
Key responsibilities include:
•
•
•
•
•

Collate our research consumption data into a single regular report
Track and monitor client satisfaction
Track and monitor research performance
Produce regular client interaction reports
Link multiple sources of internal and external data into single reports for business, research, and
sales purposes

Relevant Skills, Knowledge, and Experience
The ideal candidate will have:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

>1 year experience in a role involving data sourcing, manipulation, and presentation
Experience of ETL processes
Experience with data visualisation tools
Excellent academics in management systems, computer science, commerce or related
disciplines
Experience in analysing and presenting financial and non-financial performance data
Ability to visualise and present data in a clear and engaging way
Expertise in effectively communicating and expressing complex ideas and results
Driven and entrepreneurial spirit, initiative, and ambition
Experience with digital marketing analytics is an advantage

About Us
The Analyst Research LLP is a leading independent equity research provider, delivering differentiated
stock recommendations to an exclusive group of clients comprising of a number of the world’s leading
mutual funds and hedge funds. We undertake fundamental company research using rigorous and diligent
processes with a long-term investment horizon, setting aside short-term noise and market chatter. Our
research is unrestricted by geography or sectors and we travel the world to uncover the best stock picks
for our clients. Ultimately, we look for high-conviction longs that can at least double and shorts that can
at least halve. Our business is expanding geographically and growing rapidly as we take advantage of
industry change.
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Training
We expect the appropriate candidate to be able to complete high-level analysis from day one. Any further
tools or training needs will be considered.

How to Apply
We invite interested candidates to submit their CV and cover letter to recruitment@theanalyst.co.uk.
Visit our LinkedIn page for updates on recruitment and Open Days.
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